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From Laurie

A Word From The Creator
What a trip! The first issue of The

Cracked Cauldron was a HUGE

success in my eyes. To be honest, I  

wanted to put something out there  

that I thought people would just

enjoy. Also, being able to have

access to something offered like

this for FREE is almost unheard of.

My thoughts were that I wanted

something positive that was

available to everyone. I didn't want

money to be a factor in whether or

not someone could enjoy this.

If I could help reach just one

person, all this work in piecing this

magazine together would be well

worth it.

Much to my surprise I got an

overwhelming amount of emails

thanking me for it!! I am so

humbled by this! 

Stat wise, I could see we had over

15,000 views! WOW! I can't thank

you all enough for the support! My

heart is filled and my soul sings!

I also would like to do a little

shoutout for the image used above.

It was taken by a very dear friend of

mind, Chella Cross, from Siren Art

Photography. We took some time on

Halloween to do this amazing

photoshoot at a place called the

Wilton Frog Pond in Wilton, New

Hampshire. 

It was literally the perfect, autumn

day! 

I will end this note with a gentle

reminder, that we do not all have to

practice the same way. We just have

to be mindful and compassionate

with one another.

Take what resonates and leave

behind what doesn't; just be kind in

the process.

I hope you  will enjoy the 2nd issue

of The Cracked Cauldron! Until next

time,  Live, Love, & Magick!  

LAURIE GOULEY

OWNER & CREATOR
WWW.THEECLECTICGREENWITCHERY.COM
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Our Featured Advertiser
The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron

CONTACT LAURIE: 6X6 Ad creation in the above space.

A shout out on our social media platforms included but

not limited to: Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, &

Pinterest.

Ad posted in our Forum on our official website. 

Exclusivity! Only one featured ad per publication will be

allowed.

         I do social media marketing - I actually create ads for a             

living! 😊 You can see all that stuff over here: www.social-

butterfly-creations.com

         theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

All for only: $75*  - Next issue comes out in April 2023

*The fine print! Upon client approval of ad creation, client will be invoiced & will have 14 days to pay in

full. Client will receive a PNG file of the ad and  has permission to use the ad wherever they choose. 

 Exclusive ad - one spot available per publication. 

ADVERTISER - WHAT YOU'LL GET:

EclecticSilverBear@Gmail.com

WANT TO SUBMIT AN ARTICLE?

The Cracked CauldronThe Cracked Cauldron

Not all submissions will be selected..



Paper coffee filters & empty
toilet paper rolls make great

'jar' replacements if you need
to bury something.

 
They are biodegradable and

will not leave shards of broken
glass behind, keeping our wild

and furry friends safe.

W I T C H Y  T I P  # 1

Find magickal ways to incorporate everything at your disposal. 

That is where the true magick is found; making magick with the mundane!

Enjoy your practice and get creative. Do not be afraid. Embrace the adventure!

 



Jar with cover

Salt

Lavender

Rosemary

Juniper Berries

Calendula

Bay Leaf

Amethyst

Black Tourmaline

A Key

Sealed with a tree - a tree represents

stability, strength and growth.  

Your Intention

What you will need:

The bottle is sealed and is not meant to be

opened.

This witch bottle can be placed on your altar, or

any special place in your home, or even at your

office. 

It would also make a wonderful housewarming

gift for a witchy friend!

When I create these jars I place a LOT of energy

work into them. I do offer them for sale on my

website - if you need one with a different energy

- please feel free to reach out to me as I can do

custom work. 

Eclecticsilverbear@gmail.com

theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

Home Blessing
Jar Spell
by: Laurie Gouley



TALISMANS

What is a Talisman?

Talismans have traditionally been used to

anchor energy in the physical plane. 

That energy could be protective in nature,

or it could be intended to bring abundance,

fertility, or a vast variety of blessings to its

user.

Talismans can be made from paper, mental,

wood, stone or other natural object.

Having a talisman imbued with your intention is a tool you

can use to assist you in your spiritual practice.

For millennia, people have found peace and solace in

personal and meaningful objects. Talismans are objects

that have been cleansed and consecrated through ritual,

whether they are gems, amulets, small statues, a symbol

on a piece of paper, or some other meaningful object.  A

talisman is essentially any item imbued with a specific

power by its bearer to serve a specific magickal purpose.

Serves as a reminder
Creating and having a talisman can both reassure you and

help you attract what you want in life. 

You can use your talisman to improve your health, use it for

protection, tame anxiety, or good fortune. There could be

several reasons you keep a talisman close by!

You might also want to keep an object with you that reminds

you of your reasons for your spiritual journey. 

They are typically small in size.
Talismans are frequently small enough to be worn or

carried, and they may be inscribed with words or symbols

that the talisman's owner finds meaningful.



COMPANIES TO KEEP IN MIND

Beyond Sight Studios

Prayers of Nature
An art studio/boutique nestled along the

Souhegan River awaits your next visit to Wilton

NH. 

Handmade artisan jewelry & decor inspired by

nature & the power of intention.

33 Howard St Wilton NH. White building 1st

floor.   prayersofnature.com.

Intuitive artists exploring life, nature, and magick.

We currently find ourselves immersed in the world of

filmmaking, photography, and wire-wrapped

creations, peddling our ideas and wares to any who

will entertain us.

Photoshoots, crystal & bone jewelry, art prints,

ceramics, and video production are a beginning of

what we have to offer, though our rhizomes are

continuously spreading, seeking new avenues within

which to flourish. 

Art is the mountain we climb. A mountain without

end, yet rewarding even as our feet scramble for

purchase.

Our journey is one of questioning, seeking, and

listening. The silence holds the unimaginable firmly

within its grasp. Learn to truly listen and you may

catch a glimpse yet.  Would you join us for a spell? 

www.beyondsightstudios.com

Ancient Pathways
Ancient Pathways offers services and experiences dedicated to reviving healthy connections to the

ancestral realm and restoring death as a positive rite of passage. Ancestral healing provides a gentle ritual

framework that brings us into connection with our vibrant ancestors through an intuitive process. During

this process intergenerational wounds,

feelings of not belonging, and cultural trauma are addressed. Healing and reconnecting to our people

provides us with a deeper understanding of ourselves, where we came from, and how we can move forward in

our lives.

Restoring death as a positive rite of passage requires a deep dive into our own experiences and attitudes

towards death. Becoming an ally of death allows us to deeply live.  By renewing our relationship with death

and dying while we are able, we can craft this final rite of passage in a way that is unique to us.

Jen Hudziec is an Ancestral Healing Practitioner, End of Life Doula, and Ritualist who offers private sessions,

community ritual, and classes.

jenhudziec.com



Make your own door draft
stopper and fill it with salt
and herbs to easily protect

your home. And if you're still
in the broom closet, no one

will ever know!

W I T C H Y  T I P  # 2

Feel free to share your pictures of your creations with us on the forum at

www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com



MEET RACHEL

Biography

R.A. DESILETS

R. A. Desilets was raised in a small New Hampshire town, but

left it behind to attend Emerson College in Boston. After

graduating with a degree in Writing, Literature, and

Publishing, she moved to southern California.

Working as a barista, she somehow turned her life into a

cliché and met her partner while serving him coffee. They fell

in love, got married, adopted a bunch of cats, and moved to

the rainy side of Oregon. They took the long way home and

now live back in New England.

When she's not writing, she plays video games, drinks tea,

reads way too much (though, she wonders if there is such a

thing as too much reading), and snowboards.

Her latest publications include Break Free, a time loop novella

focused on mental health, and Carter Ortese is Trouble, a

contemporary novel focused on rumors, reputation, and how

to react in the face of uncertainty.

linktr.ee/radesilets

Y O U N G  A D U L T  A U T H O R .  B O O K  N E R D .  T E A  D R I N K E R .  
C A T  A D O R E R .  P H O T O G R A P H E R .
N A N O W R I M O  2 0 2 2  -  1 2  Y E A R S !

 



Calendula

Angelica

Chamomile

Bay

Dragon's Blood

Olive Oil

Jar with lid

Intentions

What you need:

Add all the plant spirits to a glass jar and cover

them with olive oil.

Shake well to mix all the ingredients together.

Allow the magick to infuse for one full day

about 6AM to 6PM.

Can be used to anoint candles or other items in

magickal workings.

Please use caution around children, pets, and

nursing and pregnant mothers.

Solar Oil
by: Laurie Gouley

Solar oil is used to bring in warm, strong energies 

 which embodies the magickal properties of the sun.

Use for attracting and boosting vitality, healing,

personal growth, happiness, material well-being,

and fame.

http://www.isisbooks.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=hang


Staying Here

When I was sixteen, I followed a trail of blood

through the snow to find my grandmother.

She had Alzheimer’s and got out of our house

when no one was home. I came home to find

the house empty, and the glass sliding door

wide open. I shoved my winter gear back on

and fled the house, following in her footsteps

until I saw the splotches.

It took a matter of moments in my otherwise

long existence, but the image stays with me

twenty years later. Droplets of bright blazing

red in a blanketed white field of snow.

She had cut her hand open, and aside from

being slightly hypothermic, she was fine. I

found her in time. I learned a few life lessons

that day. The first was the power of positive

words, and the second was how these images

can form powerful and intense stories for us

to form and shape later.

When I found her, my first instinct was to get

her back inside the house. I hadn’t been

strong enough to carry my grandmother

inside from the woods, so she had collapsed

halfway back to the house in the snow. I

raced to our old portable phone, one with an

antenna about three feet long attached to it,

and I called emergency. Grabbing a half

dozen beach towels, I rushed back outside

with the phone in hand, doing my best to

wrap her frail body as she grasped at my

arms, holding on for dear life.

My grandmother kept screaming, “Don’t

leave me. Don’t leave me!”

The emergency operator asked me if my

grandmother had dementia.

By R.A. Desilets



Staying Here

I confirmed it, but kept telling my

grandmother, “I’m not leaving. I’m not

leaving.”

Her voice rose higher still, panicked and in

absolute terror. “Don’t leave me.”

It struck me. All at once. That word. She was

latching onto the word “leaving.” She was

only hearing the last thing I said, the

negative connotation it held. My

grandmother understood only one thing–I

was telling her repeatedly that I was leaving.

She could no longer process the word “not.”

I changed my language. “I’m staying. I’m

here. I’m staying.”

She breathed out a sigh of relief almost

immediately. And we waited until the

ambulance arrived, blazing red lights

carrying her rescuers.

There is power in language. I’ve always

known this as an author and avid reader, but

that moment confirmed it. My positive

language, confirming I would stay with her,

changed the atmosphere, shifted the world

around us. It comforted my grandmother in a

way only positive confirmations would.

The second life lesson is how to use words to

process our past on a spiritual level.

Primarily, I write emotionally driven coming

of age young adult literature. This ranges

from very real contemporary books to the

more fantastical, but what drives the power

behind the characters are genuine feelings

and raw emotions.

By R.A. Desilets



The complete shock I felt in the moment of

seeing the splash of red on the snow. The

helplessness as I hiked into the woods, not

knowing how long it would be until I found my

grandmother. The fear I had when I found her. 

The frustration when I realized I could not

carry her back to the house. The terror on her

face. The relief when the flashing lights

showed up. The anxious waiting for news on

whether she would be okay. All of these

moments happen in a matter of instant. They

flood our system with feelings that may take

years to parse through.

Or you can feed them into a fictionalized

story or journal. 

In the two books I published this year, I built

my characters from these foundations,

exploring the depth of my own emotions

through creativity. This story about my

grandmother is but one moment of

existence, and fictionalized pieces are built

on hundreds of these instances we have in

our lifetime.

If you ever felt like you had a story to tell, or

wanted to process your past with art,

consider journaling or storytelling. These

methods have been helpful for me to sort

through my past and connect with myself in

order to heal. They’ve also helped me frame

the memories differently. It might not work

for everyone, but writing fiction has changed

my life. There are plenty of spiritual avenues

within art, and my hope is for everyone to

find a method that works for them.

If you are interested in fiction writing, start

with something real, something true, and

then spin it to create a unique world that still

holds a relatable core.

By R.A. DesiletsStaying Here



I am a 35 year Marketing and Creative Services veteran who

started out shooting photographs as a staff photographer for a

half dozen local newsprint publications and magazines while

working my way through college at Massachusetts College of Art. I

eventually received my BFA in Education and finally my teaching

certificate while teaching at New England School of Photography,

Boston, MA.

I worked for large advertising agencies and Directed In-House

Corporate agencies over the next 35 years, supervising the

creative services output, including photography and imaging. I art

directed some of the most well known and creative photographers

across the country for Travel, Computer Products, Educational

Supplies, Business Forms and Supplies and many non-profit

entities.

My next chapter, and hopefully last, comes as I run my own

photography and imaging services that provide more than final

images. I provide the wisdom and experience behind what makes

an image great and what makes an image work for you and your

business and brand. I have landed in beautiful Southern, NH (603)

but service all of the New England area and beyond.

Roderick Fitzgerald

Phone: 603-562-6116    Email: 603pics@gmail.com

Located in Greenfield, NH



Join Earth Spirit Coven and feel welcomed and

supported in a safe environment.

Have you ever wished to join a coven or, at the very

least, a safe spiritual community?

A forum for you to express your beliefs and

experiences. 

A place where you can be recognized, heard, and

honored.

A place for growth and learning.

These are the primary reasons I founded Earth Spirit

Coven. To provide a safe and educational

environment for all.

Earth Spirit Coven is full of wonderful, kind-hearted

people who are drawn to witchcraft and spiritual

practices. We come from all walks of life, but we all

have the same goals: to heal, grow, and learn more.

Being a part of something greater than ourselves is

such a rewarding experience on so many levels! 

   

Humans are yearning for community now

more than ever. We yearn for connections

with people who understand and share our

beliefs. To say the least, the last few years

have been difficult - there has been a lot of

isolation and division. On social media, we

frequently feel judged, misunderstood, and

even attacked for our beliefs; heck we are

even attacked if we utter a 'wrong' word! 

Covens are difficult to locate, and even when

you do, you must exercise caution. There are a

plethora of dangerous covens out there. Do

your homework!

This coven is a sanctuary for people like you.

You'll never feel alone or isolated again. You

should never be afraid to ask questions. YOU

will be an integral part of our community.

Why Join



Connection & Community – YOU are part of an

exclusive membership of Earth Spirit Coven.

Weekly Lessons – depending on your chosen

membership level is how many you will receive

per month.

Sneak Peeks.

Support from the Coven Leader and its Members.

A Safe, Private Coven Community Forum area on

the website. It’s strictly for COVEN members

ONLY. This section of the forum is NOT open to

the public.

Access to ALL Coven events – no matter what

level membership you have chosen.

Access to Coven Oath & Rituals.

Access to Use and Activate Coven Sigil.

Voting Power on Coven Changes.

Access to Coven Gatherings -- at this point this is

only offered via Zoom.

Private Coven Group - open to ALL levels of

Membership

Join Earth Spirit Coven today! 

www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com/membership

What You Get As A Member of

https://www.theeclecticgreenwitchery.com/coven-membership


“She was the heir of ash and fire, and she would bow to no one.” - Sarah J. Maas

2022 was the year of the firebird, the famed phoenix who looks out from its

meticulously constructed nest upon the wide expanse that surrounds it. Living close to

the sun and embodying the solar energy of transformation, this winged symbol for our

inner fire accompanied us throughout the past year. We may have found ourselves

comfortable at one point, but the elemental surge of fire that fanned the flames of

change in our lives began to grow stronger and gain strength as our visions, dreams, and

intuitions were no longer to be denied.

Personal pockets of resistance were targeted by the spirit world as opportunities for

purification; the resulting cleanse may not have been pretty and yet absolutely

necessary. In 2022 an amplification of ancestral energy pushed us forward despite our

best efforts to stay safe. A sense of being torn, confused, or ungrounded may have

dominated our lives as one choice became glaringly clear: move through the flames or be

consumed.

NATURAL MUSINGS - ELEMENTAL GUIDANCE IN 2023

Elemental Guidance in 2023



“Nor shall this peace sleep with her; but as

when The bird of wonder dies, the maiden

phoenix, Her ashes new create another heir

As great in admiration as herself; So shall

she leave her blessedness to one, When

heaven shall call her from this cloud of

darkness, Who from the sacred ashes of her

honor Shall star-like rise as great in fame as

she was, And so stand fix'd …”

(William Shakespeare & John Fletcher from

Henry VIII)

the elemental year of nature, we are given a breath of fresh air, a break from the flames,

and a time to engage in the mysterious potential that awaits us as “maiden phoenixes.”

We now understand that the fire in our lives was choreographed to initiate us into new

dynamics of a fresh elemental cycle that will expedite our growth. In the nature year we

become the muse of all things magical as we embrace new endeavors that will elevate us. 

We realize that coming out of a fire year, we are capable of ANYTHING because within us

are seeds that required the fiery flame to regenerate. In 2023, nature asks us to embody

the energy of regeneration and reinvention as we channel the archetype of the creatrix

and creator. The visions of the previous fire year are now within our grasp if our choices

and decision making paradigms are oriented towards practically anchoring our dreams

into this reality. We will be required to “take the high road” and not allow ourselves to get

distracted or compressed with extraneous drama or self sabotage. A nature year can be

fraught with wily, trickster energy that will try to push us off course if we are not vigilant. 

Phases of victimhood and apathy can work their way into our lives if we fall out of

alignment with the essence of nature. Therefore we will need to direct our energy with

laser sharp focus if we are to stay in the stream of manifestation

As we emerge from the fires of transformation and into
2023,

NATURAL MUSINGS - ELEMENTAL GUIDANCE IN 2023  By: Jennifer Hudziec



2023 will implore us to put aside the masks

we hold up that shield our authenticity from

the world. If we engage the element of

nature as our mentor this year we will

embody pure, unadulterated expression.

Nature does not conceal itself. Nature is

unapologetically resilient.

Nature takes up the space it needs to

assume its rightful place within a

community ecosystem. If we look to nature

for council we can mirror this wisdom in our

lives and the forces that support our

identity will align accordingly. 

Within our global community, 2023 asks us to raise each other up, center the voices of

the most vulnerable, and to tend to the animal and plant kingdoms in new relational

ways. We are called upon to extend ourselves beyond our individuality to hold a

community based consciousness.

Shrinking into victim mentality (the shadow side of nature) allows opportunistic weeds

to take root, hijack our nourishment, and prevents us from blooming. We must keep our

vision directed upwards for this is the motion of nature. We need to stand tall like trees

stretching ourselves to new heights by extending towards the moon, the stars, and the

cosmos. 

In this year of rewilding may we hold nature as our advisor, guide, and elder. May we

welcome expansion on all planes of consciousness and continue to elevate ourselves

to bring fruition to our dreams.

NATURAL MUSINGS - ELEMENTAL GUIDANCE IN 2023  By: Jennifer Hudziec



Rooted I stand 

Tall I expand

Reaching out to meet myself

I am alive 

I will strive

To expand beyond my own limitations 

And live my dreams

 

NATURAL MUSINGS - ELEMENTAL GUIDANCE IN 2023  By: Jennifer Hudziec

Jen Hudziec is Ritualist, Ancestral Lineage

Repair Practitioner, Death Doula, Fire Walk

Facilitator, and Dagara Diviner. 

As an animist she has spent decades

integrating Earth honoring practices with her

former Catholic upbringing while reviving the

traditions of her Slavic ancestors.

She is a student of the Dagara tradition and

credits her mentors Malidoma Some and Ann

Sousa for passing on the elemental wisdom of

the Dagara. 

Jen offers online private sessions, public

rituals, education, and group circles. 

She can be reached at Jenhudziec.com



4 parts frankincense

3 parts cinnamon

1 part dried orange peel

¼ part thyme

What You Need:

Other fire related herbs and plants include

allspice, basil, laurel, black pepper, cloves,

caraway, dill, garlic, ginger, nutmeg, and

thistle.

Side note: Pyromancy, or divination by fire, is

an ancient art that historians believe was

one of the first forms of prognostication. 

An excellent incense recipe to

connect with elemental fire or if

you need some added passion,

courage, or strength in your life. 

Fire energies are associated with

personal power, ingenuity, and

manifesting will. It can also

represent bravery, new beginnings,

and determination.

Fire Incense Connect with Elemental Fire
This recipe can also be used as an offering, 

 candle dressing or loose incense



Thank you for taking the time to stop by

and checking out our second issue of The

Cracked Cauldron! I hope you enjoyed it as

much as I loved piecing it together.

I'd love to hear your feedback on The

Cracked Cauldron - you can either leave

feedback privately to me on Facebook, the

website or post about your experiences

with it on The Forum area of the website

at: theeclecticgreenwitchery.com

Prayers of Nature -NH

Beyond Sight Studios - KY

Ancient Pathways - NH

Siren Art Photography - NH

603 Photography - NH

Rachel Desilets - CT

Thank you to our contributors!

Thank You



C O N N E C T  W I T H  M E

All The Things - One Link
linktr.ee/Eclecticgreenwitchery


